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Best indoor cycling apps: Which is right for you? There are indoor cycling apps for training, group rides,
racing and more, so which is best for you? (Image credit: Courtesy) In years gone by, indoor cycling was

a discipline reserved for the hardiest and most committed of athletes. It consisted of a basic turbo
trainer, a bike mounted on top, and a stopwatch for intervals. Music was the only distraction, and

resistance came courtesy of a handlebar-mounted lever combined with your bike's gears. Pedalling was
often likened to pedalling through mud or treacle, and there was no such thing as indoor cycling apps.
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However, over recent years, technology has come on leaps and bounds, and today's best turbo trainers
are 'smart', meaning they can connect to smartphone, tablets and computers via Bluetooth or ANT+, so

instead of a lever controlling resistance, this can be done using software commands from whatever
indoor cycling app your device is running. The result is that nowadays, there is a great collection of

indoor cycling apps that offer an immersive experience that is, dare we say it, fun. Some are focused on
virtual worlds and gamification, others on helping you to train and get fitter as quickly as possible, and

there are plenty in between. Choosing the best indoor cycling app for you will vastly affect your
experience, your enjoyment, and likely your commitment to indoor cycling as a result, so check out our list

below to work out which suits your needs the best. Best indoor cycling apps. Why you can trust
Cyclingnews. Our expert reviewers spend hours testing and comparing products and services so you

can choose the best for you. Find out more about how we test. (Image credit: Courtesy) Zwift. The best
all-round indoor cycling app. Specifications. Platform: Mac, Windows, iOS, Apple TV, Android. Monthly

price: $14.99 / £12.99. Today's Best Deals. Check Amazon (opens in new tab) View Zwift (opens in new
tab) Reasons to buy. Adding routes and features pretty regularly. Group rides and races at all times of

day. Preset training plans available. Erg-mode workouts available. Reasons to avoid. Structured
workouts can be lacking. No bespoke training plans. Leading the charge in gamifying indoor training,
Zwift has wholly changed the landscape, allowing riders to explore virtual worlds, participate in group

rides, race, complete structured workouts and follow training plans. Zwift's gamification is plentiful, with
Zwift PowerUps, experience points and unlockable accessories for your avatar. The more you ride, the
more you unlock, and the faster your bike and kit can be as you ride through its various worlds, many of
which are based on replicas of real-world roads such as Central Park and London. If you want to forget
about the real world and immerse yourself in a virtual landscape, then Zwift is worth a try. It doesn't offer
the highly scientific approach to training that TrainerRoad and Systm offer, but it does still supply a large

catalogue of workouts and training plans for those looking to train consistently. However, Zwift comes
into its own in peer motivation: with such a huge user base around the world, there is almost always tens
of thousands of other people to ride with, and this means there are races and group rides available at all
times of day, every day. It's become the go-to indoor cycling app and, as a result, the official platform to

host the UCI Cycling eSports World Championships 2022. Check out our full guide to Zwift . (Image
credit: Courtesy) TrainerRoad. No-fluff app with a massive catalogue of workouts with machine learning
to steer you toward your goals. Specifications. Platform: Mac, Windows, iOS, Android. Monthly price:
US$19.95. Today's Best Deals. View TrainerRoad (opens in new tab) Reasons to buy. Clean user
interface. Machine learning adapts to your progress. Tailored training plans targeting your goals.

Reasons to avoid. Above average cost per month. No immersive video or gameplay means many find it
dull. TrainerRoad is almost at the other end of the spectrum to Zwift in that there is no gameplay element
at all. The only levelling up you'll do will be with your own real-world fitness. The app is one dimensional in
its goal: making you faster, but it leans on a huge amount of science, data and innovation, as well as an
enormous database of workouts to achieve it. With TrainerRoad, you'll begin by telling it what your goals
are, and when you need to achieve them - usually in the form of a target event. The app's plan builder will
then ask you a few questions about how often you'd like to train, and what type of event you're training for.
At the end, it will spit out a base training plan for you to follow. However, this is only the beginning. If you

fail a workout, the app's machine learning algorithm will adjust future sessions to make them a little
easier. If you find a workout easy, it will make future workouts harder so you progress faster and don't

waste time having an easy ride. Its levels feature also allows you to track your progress of specific
energy systems, rather than relying on the unreliable metric of FTP. Its expertise and history are in
cycling, but it has a database of workouts for both runners and triathletes too, which are taken into

account when building triathlon training plans. There is also a 'minimal' window mode that shrinks the
interfaces down into a strip on the lower portion of your desktop so you can watch Netflix on the same
screen. It's wholly functional from the smartphone app, and the same hide-and-watch-Netflix approach
works here too. TrainerRoad also offers just about all of its workouts with a 'Do Outside' option, which

can be synced automatically to your head unit. 
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